
"Shedding" Part 9 - More and More Clinical Case
Descriptions of Shedding Pour In
The continually submitted clinical case reports are both disturbing and compelling examples
of shedding induced illnesses being observed from readers all over the world.
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This article is a continuation of Part 8 of my series of shedding, where I again provide
detailed reports from subscribers and readers who have observed similar phenomena
in their own lives. I would say that the majority (but not all) are highly convincing for
shedding induced illness.

*Since acute vertigo after exposure to the vaccinated is described in a number of the
posts below, I chose this picture above.

OK, now, in no particular order, here we go:

Dr Kory, thank you so much for tackling this issue! I was waiting for someone to
finally address this. When vaccine mandates came in May of 2021 to colleges in US - I
was working in one as a molecular lab manager. Im molecular biologist and worked in
that field for over 30 years. At that time - summer of 2021, I worked with numerous
students daily in the lab setting, in close proximity to 5-10 freshly vaccinated students
at any time. M-F 9-5. I refused to be vaccinated.

In a matter of days since the vaccine mandates rolled out I started to feel sick.
Migraine, low grade fever, dizziness. After two weeks my body began to hurt. After a
month I was literally incapacitated, couldn’t raise my arms to comb my hair or brush
my teeth. Joints im my upper body were on fire. Intense, burning, throbbing pain,
constant. Went to ER and was promptly diagnosed with polymyalgia rheumatica (PR).

**ED: In our Leading Edge practice, we frequently see syndrome descriptions like the above
amongst our Long Vax patients.

I knew at that point that it was vaccine shedding. I observed that after a day of close
contact with several young healthy adults who just got vaccinated a few days prior- my
symptoms were most severe. Pain was subsiding on weekends. I asked students about
dates of their vaccination. They got it anywhere from 3days to a few weeks before and
vast majority was Pfizer. I was myself faced with decision to get vaccinated or lose my
job. I chose the latter, I retired early. My health was my priority. I went to
rheumatologist who promptly put me on massive doses of prednisone. I ask him how
many new cases of PR he usually gets per year. Answer - maybe 2. How many since
vaccines rollout, half a year ago? 24!!! I said- you realize that I’m vaccine injured? He
asked me to find another doctor.

I took a test offered by dr Bruce Patterson for long covid. My score was 10.5 which is
very high. Except I had covid a year and half prior and recovered within two weeks.

I went to my FP and asked for some blood tests. My inflammation markers CRP and
ESR were very high. I took a d-dimer test and it was “borderline “.

My FP told me to accept the fact that I’m getting older and need to stay on prednisone
for the rest of my life. I am a very healthy, active, now 66 years old, no medical
conditions, no medications.

There is so much more to this story, I’m trying to be brief. As a scientist I found myself
observing my symptoms carefully and decided to stay away from mainstream
medicine. Now I’m almost completely recovered- combination of supplements, PEMF
therapy, acupuncture, therapeutic massages. I took ivermectin, NAC, nattokinase, etc.
I will be happy to share more information with anyone interested.

God bless you Dr Kory for addressing this! I knew I wasn’t crazy but your articles are
so reassuring for me.

Last year and this year my daughter Has Had Alopecia issues / hair loss. Everything
was fine her hair grew back. Her best friend was vaxxed oct 6 and her hair has begun
to fall out again. her friend got really sick 103 fever. My daughter sat next to her at
lunch and began to have a stomach ache then headache. The timing is very strange and
not a coincidence as the updated COVID vaxes were rolled out at the same times late
sept / early oct. She is 13 and this has been devastating. I know others that took the
vaccine that have hair loss. That seems to be known and admitted to by drs. Her
pediatric derm thinks it is idiopathic. My mom gut says not so. Dr. Pierre can you
help? Has anyone else heard of this happening ?

This explains what happened to me. I am unvaxxed and in July 2021 I agreed to
housesit for my brother while they were away, which included sleeping in their bed.
His wife has just been vaxxed with Moderna prior to them leaving. I spent the first
night and woke up the next day feeling like I could not breathe. It was deep in my
lungs. This then progressed into COVID. I found out later that they had not changed
the sheets on the bed I slept in. My brother flipped out when I told him I got COVID,
told me I was crazy, and now I learn this. So I understand that the spike can be
transmitted, but could it cause Covid in that way?

I went through 2 rounds of Ivermectin (God bless Dr. Robert Apter) and one round of
HCQ. I have also been on Nattokinase since early 2020. I have not had any issues with
Covid since and thank God no issues with Long Covid.

However, in 2022, I had a wicked case of Shingles come up about 2 days after I took an
exercise class next to a woman who told me she had just been vaxxed for Shingles. Is
this all in my head or what is going on here?

I met a midwife from London, Alison Shaloe, in September while we were both
visiting Glastonbury. She said she has seen an enormous increase in stillbirths,
miscarriages and infertility in her clientel since the "vaccine" roll out and that all the
women affected had been vaccinated. She said she’s also seen women unable to
produce milk after giving birth.

Dear Doctor Kory

Let me start by thanking you for all you do. I am writing to share some information
regarding shedding. I recognized my symptoms when I read your most recent
installment and I am including an image in hopes of alerting others to what it might
look and feel like. 

I received two Pfizer shots early on. We had been through two incredibly traumatic
events during the previous five years, and as a result, I was experiencing PTSD and
unable to think clearly. Clarity did come eventually, and both my husband and I spent
the next two years detoxing as much as we could. I managed to get hold of some
Ivermectin, but my last order was flagged at customs (I am in Canada) and although I
now have a US post box, I am nervous about ordering more. 

I work in a school where many of the staff are boosted and jabbed to an extreme. I
have tried to direct these very “smart” individuals to research, but it seems to fall on
deaf ears. 

I began to feel extremely tired despite more than adequate sleep about two weeks ago.
About five days ago I began to be quite itchy on my upper left back. I put it down to
the extremely dry weather we were having, but it persisted through a change in
humidity. Three days ago I had my husband give a look after my attempts to look
showed what appeared to be rash-like.  What he saw was strange bruising on my upper
left back that seemed to have started as a strangely configured rash. 

After reading your article, I am convinced this is die to shedding exposure. I would be
more sensitive due to some autoimmune disorders, and the “rash/bruising” is only
located on the upper left back “heart” area. 

We are now both on Nattokinase as well as NAC, and I am now contemplating an
order of the Ivermectin using my US post box. 

I am sharing this so you have a visual that might help others and to thank you for the
work you do. 

I am only providing my first name as I am super paranoid living in a country that has
become monstrous to its citizens. 

I am one of those physiologically sensitive and was sick 2 days each week(Friday and
Saturday) last year after I worked M/W/Th each week as an osteopathic doctor working
with my hands.  I used ivermectin weekly for 2 years as prophylaxis and only had a
mild case of the original COVID.

My spike protein antibodies continue to grow though.  I seem to be better this year,
but (now I) rarely see a newly vaccinated person and only work 2 days per week.

So, thank you for all you do!

I'm convinced (as an emotional mom) that shedding does occur. My 16 year old had
perfectly normal periods for over three years until her father got that shot, and we got
her low hormone birth control pills just last week in an effort to stop the HUGE clots
and bleeding through her tampons that have affected her life these past two years
(suddenly). It's not normal. But are you saying, Dr. Kory, that we should try Ivermectin
first to get her back to normal? I actually have some, but would seriously need to talk
to an open minded doctor about it and don't know where that would happen...

I'm convinced I got A-Fib a year ago just after four family members visited us from
California. I suspect from the things they were saying that they got boosters to come
to "unvaxxed Georgia" and they would not leave my kitchen table the entire time since
we're "cavemen" and none of us (except their son) "got the shots." I've long suspected
my A-fib originated with their visit, as it happened just a couple weeks later. I swim
four days a week (for an hour) and am in great shape and never, ever had a heart issue
previously at age 61. Since shocking my heart back, I've NOT gone back into A-Fib,
and have been told that's unusual, that once you get it people often slip back in. I
cannot get info from ANYONE who hasn't swallowed the covid shot Kool Aid though,
so no way of knowing if the shedding thing is possible (nothing for me to really
compare to).

Thank you for taking the time to gather the Info regarding shedding. I do know for a
fact that it’s been an ongoing exposure related problem since the very first brief
exposure to my elderly neighbor after her first injection of the blasted gene therapy. It
was brutal. I suspected my severe reaction was caused by her exposure. Deductive
reasoning and breaking it all down, I knew it but how?? But no one wanted to admit or
believe that reality at that time. My brief exposure was outside. Maybe 5 min. No
direct contact but I did hand her an item. So outside, less than 5 min and I got vertigo.
It lasted for 3 solid months.

I did whatever I could to improve my health. I was already taking vitamins, eating
healthy, following the flccc, as well as my own knowledge of natural supplements and
nutrition.

After 3 months - it happened again! And again from outside exposure to the sane
neighbor, increased distance and I was hit again with another bout of months of
vertigo. I never had Covid. I’m careful and stick to my own regimen and a kit I carry
with me wherever I go. Which is limited due to the vertigo.

I have noticed in certain surroundings I can feel a heavy pressure in the air that feels
like a spatial fog weighing on my brain... perhaps an early warning of my limit. If I
push it any longer , exposure will turn into vertigo. This is my own paying attention to
how I feel. And it was a transitional experience.

If I’m driving through a heavy traffic area, stopped at a light , 3-4 rows of cars, trucks
parked all open windows or many open windows I can feel that pressure. It doesn’t
quite turn into Vertigo. And as I’m able to wait out the minute or two at the lights it
seems to be just enough time to drive away and in 15 - 20 min that pressure is gone.

Each time I’ve been around people who are injected with these blasted gene therapy
injections my time frame is limited and it varies.

It is not about how recent their injection or the 2 week time frame to avoid them (
that 2 week time frame is an old flu vaccine method- it is not at all the same
connection to the MRNA time frame. That’s comparing apples and oranges) with all
due respect please reevaluate that recommended 2 week avoidance.

**ED: My partner Scott and I both admit we don’t really know the duration of symptomatic
shedding from a vaccinated individual, although we initially thought it “might” be about
two weeks. Subsequent reports and studies vary widely and more research is critically
required. I am highly anticipating the impending publication of a study of 100?
unvaccinated women exposed to other vaccinated women looking at the outcome of
development of abnormal menses. I trust they will provide vaccination dates of the
vaccinated subjects so we can learn more about this aspect.

It’s so much longer with so many factors. The studies have already confirmed that the
spike protein alone is found at a minimum of two months out. As well as up to 18
months. The dose of spike might vary but the time frame seems to be ongoing.
Persistent and no indication of stopping individuals from producing their own.

If the gene therapy injected are in a group environment- be it an office for 8 hours , an
airplane, a grocery store, in a car, a bus, a public bathroom, a doctors office, sweating
in a sauna, a gym, that is the exposure that needs to be addressed. Not out of fear. Out
of reality. Awareness helps us all.

If anyone is in any of those environments they are at risk. Period.

Not everyone is impacted the same way. Each individual has a separate immune
threshold. But prolonged repeated exposure to these gene therapy injected individuals
can cause a shedding reaction at any time.

Those more susceptible will react sooner, or more frequently. Others will also react
at their own exposure limits. It can kick in any time. It depends on the exposure - and
if you’re in any of the previously mentioned environments listed above the amount of
spike protein, lipid Nanoparticles,dna plasmids, sv40 - and any toxin that can be
carried and distributed by the LNP it all intensifies astronomically when it’s
simultaneously being released by any number of gene therapy injected individuals into
that one environment.

Walk into a grocery store and you’re shed on whether you feel it or not. I think, I’ll
pass out if I stay in that environment for any length of time. Minutes can be serious
and debilitating. It lingers for several days after exposure.

Others may feel nausea, fatigue , headaches and it goes away within 15 min after they
remove themselves from the exposure but does the impact of exposure remain within
our bodies even after the symptoms subside?

What about the length of time shedding can survive without a host? Is it possible if
you have skin to skin contact it does linger on some surfaces? That could be true. It
does happen with certain virus particles and contaminants. The ok’d grocery cart flu
virus germs exposure happens. And our immune systems can build up a protection but
when it comes to the synthetic spike, and the gene therapy it’s a completely different
scenario. We are dealing with more toxicity within the spike protein and exposure
than anything else prior in this mechanism.

All bets are off when addressing this issue.

Another factor is people who have prior allergic reactions to the ingredients in these
gene therapies or other prior vaccines are at an increased risk of serious health issues

And if those individuals also have prior history of cancer, in remission- it is not far
fetched for them to be exposed to others, shedding, repeated exposure can trigger their
cancers to return and also be part of the turbo cancers that are occurring with such
aggression that they are not able to be treated successfully. Add in the fact that they
can’t receive safe blood in those emergencies because the very transfusions they need
to survive and the number of them - they would end up with injected donated
contaminated blood making it worse.

It’s one life threatening exposure on top of another.

This is why some people who are able to work remotely continue to work remotely.

Unless every single person grasps this reality and stops using these altered, mutated
adulterated gene therapy shots and also takes the necessary detox supplements and
protocol for at least a year or more - it’s going to keep causing all of these health issues
to occur.

They knew! They knew about all of the adverse events , the heart issues, anaphylactic
shock, kidney issues, adrenal, menstrual, pregnancies, hair loss, rashes, headaches,
vertigo, arthritic pain and the various auto immune illness as well

As death BEFORE any of these shots were administered. We were all lied to, every step
of the way.

Thank God for you, for the thousands like you who fight for the truth and open the
eyes of the others who continue to sleepwalk.

This shedding info with all of its components needs to be known. The truth is the very
people who believed in the shots from day one are the individuals who have a
progressive degrading damage of their own internal immune system and they are
damaging the rest of us.

Dear Dr Kory,

We certainly believe in shedding. We’ve seen it with a dear friend who’s not vaxed. We
are not vaxed.  We have followed you & FLCCC since the beginning of this mess, since
maybe late 2020. We started on Iv in June of 2021. We’ve followed the protocol since it
first was created. Just when you think you’re finally out of the woods, now there’s covid
everywhere among our friends, and the shedding to worry about. (we as carefully as we
could, would avoid newly vaxed for two weeks) We have many close friends. Everyone
is doing the fully vaccinated stuff. We’ve watched many a dear friend die, get serious
heart problems, turbo cancers, just deteriorate in otherwise healthy people. So sad. We
try to do nice things for our friends, but can’t discuss Iv. Only one. Needless to say we
are a group of hugging, hand shaking, riding in the car with people. 

Now my question….. how do we best protect ourselves? Continue with the protocol?

Any other suggestions?

Thank you for all you do

Here is what I know based on my experience: if you are unvaccinated and you don't do
anything to prevent or treat the shedding, you can get sick if you are sensitive to
shedding. This was my case.

But thanks to Dr. Kory, I don't have health issues anymore. The interesting part is that
there are people who don't have any shedding problems, and they haven't had covid
either. This is the case of my neighbors who are both severely overweight and are
unvaccinated. And when I was telling them that that our vaccinated friends were
making me sick, they were telling me that it's my imagination. Well, now we know it
wasn't. I also saw what happened to my child after visiting our friends( four of them
and all vaccinated). The next day she started having strong stomach pain that was very
scary. It came out of the blue! This must have been shedding because there was no
other reason since it was during the weekend. We didn't meet with anyone else. After
this episode I was extremely worried to let my daughter meet with them. I also had
shedding from them that day, but nothing even close like my poor young child. These
shots are criminal and it's even more criminal that they are still on the market. I pray
every day that those behind this atrocities will be hold responsible one day and pay for
all the pain and nightmares they have caused to all of us. Their time will come, they
won't escape forever.

In my situation, I have experience using natural products prior to any of these shots.
For colds, flus, sore throats - and other things that can pop up. Used the products as
needed and they always work.

When the shedding occurred, I got vertigo . the first time it lasted for 3 months.

The second time, i was exposed the vertigo returned and it lasted about 3 months but
not quite the same.

The third and fourth time was the most recent exposure and to reiterate all of these
exposures were outside. The last two times - it was also vertigo , it started about 20
min after I removed myself from the exposure and I could feel the beginning of it
starting to develop. This time it lingered for 2 days after exposure. Significantly Much
better than the 3 months of it each time prior.

I did have ivermectin prior to my exposure. and my daily regimen of vitamins.

I did use a combo of bromelain, Natto and turmeric after this last exposure and I
noticed it lifted the heaviness of the fog that kicks off the vertigo( like a forewarning)

The following week, the 4th exposure I had the same type of reaction. And again it
lingered for two days. It’s still problematic but seems to be more manageable.

However, because of this problem I am reluctant to go into groups - grocery stores,
homes, and spend time around people who are shedding. What is the shedding doing?
Even after symptoms subside is it still doing damage internally. Do the individuals
who have reactions have the spike the same synthetic spike manufacturing as if they
took the shot as well?
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One additional bit of knowledge- the neighbor who I was exposed to twice has
developed diabetes and also recently was told that the drs found too much protein in
the blood. This Information about too much protein - was not a requested test.
However it makes me wonder if it’s a better way to keep track of more severe
shedding. If we become aware of these illnesses that are occurring after people receive
these shots... pay close attention. Maybe their dose of spike production and shedding
is significantly more toxic or increased. This individual still believes in the shots and I
cannot be near this person.

One person I was exposed to directly for 15 minutes outside only received 1 shot over a
year ago and it’s a J&J shot. There is no shedding no reaction and it it THE ONLY
individual that did NOT cause a shedding reaction ( still outside exposure but lengthy
intervals and several exposures.

How am I ever going to be able to go indoors again and be able to breathe and not
become ill from shedding?

Does anyone else feel that way? What do you do to stop it in its tracks? Is anyone still
getting hit with it inside to the point where they don’t want to risk their health
anymore?

Your comment about additional mortality among children when their parents were
jabbed is absolutely what I found in the Philippines from the 2021 data. Pediatric
deaths started rising concurrent with adult injections starting and accelerating. The
relevant figure showing monthly pediatric deaths is at the end of the following article.

Super Sally’s Newsletter

Review of DOH Covid-19 Death Tracker to End of 2022: Age
Breakdown Shows that Deaths Increased in Younger Age Groups
Concurrent With Vaccines Rollout and Despite Lower Variant
Pathogenicity.

Thanks to my friend Barry who has downloaded and analyzed the just released

DOH Covid-19 Death and Case Tracker data up to 31 December 2022. I have

included some of his evaluations as well as my own on breakdown of deaths by

age. Here are the overall Covid-19 Cases and Deaths plotted from the start of

the declaration of pandemic. Cases are not an accurate metric due to mass

asymptomatic testing with a poor accuracy test, and they depend on the

number of tests conducted. Regardless, it can be noted that cases massively

outnumber deaths…

Read more

10 months ago · 14 likes · 5 comments · SuperSally888

Here is a very controlled environment in this anecdote

My friend while working on ships 

🚢

 as a

Captain got nosebleeds while working on the ship offshore with the v’d crew

He quit because of this and his nosebleeds subsided when he wasn’t on a ship 

🚢

 full
of vaxholes

Shedding is ongoing. Sporadic and can impact anyone at anytime. It is not always an
obvious connection to the fact that symptoms happen around others who have taken
these shots. It can happen during home holiday get togethers, in grocery stores, at
work in an office, shopping, using public shared restrooms and outside. Any skin to
skin contact, any form of intimacy, sweating, urine, feces, breathing in the air that is
exhaled by others ( exosomes) it is all causing shedding to transfer to unvaccinated
individuals and each person impacted by shedding has a different type of reaction but
it seems that anything the actual injection side effect, and injury can also be caused by
shedding.

Pay attention to time around others, how you feel, do you notice fatigue, headaches,
menstrual cramping, menstrual irregularities, nausea, dizziness, vertigo, heart
arrhythmia, arthritic pain, and actually hair loss is also part of the shots as well so it
could be from shedding, Covid or the shots. Although the other symptoms above are
more common, they vary in severity and length of time. There are also some shedding
that have caused serious syndromes and death from prolonged repeated extend
exposure. I do know a teen who was exposed to so many teachers, and then living with
a house of family members who also received these shots - prior to child given these
shots and he developed a sudden toxic overload of liver damage - this liver impact was
an early cause and some are more susceptible than others. The shots and the spike
shedding are toxic - more toxic than anything else we have ever had to deal with in our
life, with the cocktail of mr NA and the formula of toxins.

Not everyone will or has developed a reaction to shedding. But our individual immune
systems threshold is different and given enough exposure to these toxins it is very
possible to have a reaction at different times over time.

Before we end, know that as a physician committed to education, I (finally) decided to
respond to the void of information around shedding with this series of deeply
researched posts. If you appreciate the effort, please consider supporting my
commitment to continuing this Substack with a paid subscription. Thanks, Pierre

Links to all the other already active posts in this series are below.

P.S. My book called The War on Ivermectin is available on Amazon and anywhere else books
are sold.

“Shedding” Part 1- Shedding of Covid mRNA Vaccine Components and Products
From The Vaccinated to the Unvaccinated - Part 1

“Shedding” Part 2 - The Bio-Distribution and Excretion Potential of Covid mRNA
Vaccine Products

“Shedding” Part 3 - Can You Absorb Lipid Nanoparticles From Being Exposed To a
Vaccinated Person?

“Shedding” Part 4 - Evidence of Placental and Breast Milk Transmission of Covid
mRNA Vaccine Components

"Shedding" Part 5 - Evidence of Shedding Causing Illness In Others

“Shedding Part 6- Clinical Case Notes Describing Shedding Phenomena Among
Leading Edge Clinic Patients

“Shedding” Part 7 - Shedding Via Sexual Intercourse - Clinical Reports

“Shedding” Part 8 - A Deluge of Clinical Reports Pour In
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Back when the rollouts began I was a medical student early on in my clinical rotations (currently am a

medical resident). I have a history of environmental illness so I already knew of the limitations of the

allopathic model and shortcomings of its worldview. Thus I took a wait and see approach when it came

to the shots and noticed some interesting things early on.

I remember being at an afternoon conference with the other students on that particular rotation, and

suddenly feeling very tired, and on the verge of falling asleep. I never skimped out on sleep as a

student and got at least 7 hours each night so found this very odd. I then realized I was sitting next to

two classmates who had just received their shots (they showed up slightly late to the conference, out

of breath from having rushed over from their injection appointments across the hospital campus). In

2021 I also had a lot of groin pain that one practitioner attributed to shedding (I did not have any other

infectious or anatomic causes that could explain this). Fortunately my health has improved since then

and I had less acute reactions over subsequent rollouts. Though recently I had a patient encounter

where the patient's family member was giving off the shedding smell (see next paragraph) in

extremely strong amounts and I began experiencing left chest pain. Fortunately it was reactivation of

an old shoulder injury rather than anything cardiac (at least that I could tell).

After the rollouts I also noticed a new distinct smell present in public places (especially the hospitals)

after the rollouts began (I used to be chemically sensitive pre-pandemic so remember the common

odors). I attribute this to the smell of shedding given that it is strongest at hospitals and gets stronger

whenever there is a new rollout (and is minimally present in places like a local business run by a

narrative skeptical person with many similarly-minded clientele). I still have to wash my hair whenever I

get home from a shift to get rid of this smell, despite otherwise not being chemically sensitive.

Additionally, while traveling in Europe I noticed that in crowded public spaces the shedding smell was

a lot less than comparable spaces in America. But those people received the same shots (at least in

some cases). So I wonder if baseline health differences in Europeans vs Americans impacted the levelExpand full comment
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Mary Nov 10

I’m a practicing physician who refused the injection, but was doing inpatient care. I never had any

symptoms of shedding despite multiple coworkers and patients having been vaxxed. I’m not sure, but

it may be due to my persistence in Vitamin D, Omega 3’s, Zinc since I had Covid, and over the last year

taking NAC regularly after I watched a video by Dr. Seheult. He is a Pulmonologist who was over 2

ICU’s during the pandemic. He took NAC regularly and never got ill despite being around Covid

patients on ventilators all day. I recently added Nattokinase and curcumin. For those people who are

either in the medical profession or like the scientist in your story who have to be around students who

are getting boosted, I’m wondering if Dr. Mcculloughs’s protocol with the Betadine or Xylitol spray

would not be a bad idea as a preventive approach.

LIKE (17) REPLY SHARE

Inspirational Message To The Unvaccinated

A member of the FLCCC team sent around this message written by an anonymous
person. I found it extremely powerful and felt it needed to be shared.

AUG 27, 2022 • PIERRE KORY, MD, MPA

Snake Venom and COVID-19

In some circles an insane amount of attention was paid this week to the theories of a
chiropractor previously celebrated for speaking out on the…

APR 16, 2022 • PIERRE KORY, MD, MPA

Nursing Reports From The Front Lines Of The COVID Vaccine

Crisis

The massive propaganda campaign which led doctors to disassociate from the reality
of widespread vaccine injuries is slowly weakening in impact. A stark…

JUN 13, 2022 • PIERRE KORY, MD, MPA
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